Clarence “Taffy” Abel, Frank Boucher, Leo Bourgeault, Billy Boyd, Frank “Patsy” Callighen, Lorne Chabot, Bill Cook captain, Fred “Bun” Cook, Alex Gray, Ivan “Ching” Johnson, Joe Miller, Murray Murdoch, Lester Patrick playing manager/coach, Paul Thompson

John Hommond president/owner, William Carey, Richard Hojt, George Rickard directors
1928 STANLEY CUP CANADIAN QUARTER—FINAL
MONTREAL MAROONS 54 v. OTTAWA SENATORS 50
GM EDDIE GERARD, HC EDDIE GERARD v. HC DAVID GILL
MARAONS WIN SERIES 3 GOALS TO 1

**Tuesday, March 27**

**MONTREAL 1 @ OTTAWA 0**

**FIRST PERIOD**
NO SCORING

Penalties — Siebert M, Phillips M, Stewart M

1. MONTREAL, Joe Lamb 1 9:05 GWG

**SECOND PERIOD**

Penalties — Nighbor O, Dutton M, Munro M 2, Finnigan O, Grosvenor O

**THIRD PERIOD**
NO SCORING

Penalties — Siebert M, Stewart M, Phillips M

GOALTENDERS — MONTREAL, Clint Benedict; OTTAWA, Alec Connell

Officials: M.J. Rodden, Dr. Jerry Laflamme
9 000 at Ottawa Auditorium

**Thursday, March 29**

**OTTAWA 1 @ MONTREAL 2**

**FIRST PERIOD**

1. MONTREAL, Babe Siebert 1 10:48

Penalties — Stewart M, Clancy O (majors)

**SECOND PERIOD**

2. MONTREAL, Hooley Smith 1 3:22 GWG


**THIRD PERIOD**

3. OTTAWA, Hec Kilrea 1 2:26


GOALTENDERS — OTTAWA, Alec Connell; MONTREAL, Clint Benedict

Officials: M.J. Rodden, Dr. Jerry Laflamme
12 500 at Montreal Forum
1928 STANLEY CUP AMERICAN QUARTER—FINAL
NEW YORK RANGERS 47 v. PITTSBURGH PIRATES 46
GM LESTER PATRICK, HC LESTER PATRICK v. HC ODIE CLEGHORN
RANGERS WIN SERIES 6 GOALS TO 4

Tuesday, March 27
PITTSBURGH 0 @ NEW YORK 4

FIRST PERIOD
1. NEW YORK, Frank Boucher 1 4:14 GWG
2. NEW YORK, Bun Cook 1 14:39
3. NEW YORK, Alex Gray 1 18:37

Penalties — McKinnon P, Thompson N, McKinnon P

SECOND PERIOD
4. NEW YORK, Ching Johnson 1 4:21

Penalties — Murdoch N, Miks P, Thompson N, Bill Cook N

THIRD PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — Bourgeault N

GOALTENDERS — PITTSBURGH, Roy Worters; NEW YORK, Lorne Chabot

Officials: Lou Marsh, Bobby Hewitson

14 000 at Madison Square Garden III

Thursday, March 29
PITTSBURGH 4 @ NEW YORK 2

FIRST PERIOD
1. NEW YORK, Taffy Abel 1 3:03
2. PITTSBURGH, Marty Burke 1 14:04

Penalties — Thompson N

SECOND PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — Burke P, Johnson N 2

THIRD PERIOD
3. PITTSBURGH, Rodger Smith 1 7:40
4. NEW YORK, Murray Murdoch 1 10:40
5. PITTSBURGH, Rodger Smith 2 13:07 GWG
6. PITTSBURGH, Baldy Cotton 1 18:24

Penalties — Cotton P

GOALTENDERS — PITTSBURGH, Roy Worters; NEW YORK, Lorne Chabot

Officials: Lou Marsh, Bobby Hewitson

At Madison Square Garden III
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1928 STANLEY CUP CANADIAN SEMI—FINAL
MONTRÉAL CANADIENS 59 v. MONTREAL MAROONS 54
GM LÉO DANDURAND, HC CECIL HART v. GM EDDIE GERARD, HC EDDIE GERARD
MAROONS WIN SERIES 3 GOALS TO 2

Saturday, March 31
CANADIENS 2 @ MAROONS 2

FIRST PERIOD
1. CANADIENS, Albert Leduc 1  10:10
Penalties — Joliat MC 2, Siebert MM 2, Morenz MC 2, H. Smith MM 2, Mantha MC, Dutton MM, Gardiner MC, Gagne MC, Lamb MM

SECOND PERIOD
2. CANADIENS, Art Gagne 1  3:55
3. MAROONS, Jimmy Ward 1  13:55
4. MAROONS, Hooley Smith 14:15
Penalties — Morenz MC 2, Siebert MM, Mantha MC, Oatman MM, Gardiner MC, Gagne MC, Lamb MM

THIRD PERIOD
NO SCORING
Penalties — Leduc MC  Phillips MM (majors), Dutton MM, Phillips MM, Mantha MC

GOALTENDERS — CANADIENS, George Hainsworth; MAROONS, Clint Benedict
Officials: Lou Marsh, Michael Rodden
At Montreal Forum

Tuesday, April 3
MAROONS 1 @ CANADIENS 0 OVERTIME

FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING

SECOND PERIOD
NO SCORING

THIRD PERIOD
NO SCORING

FIRST OVERTIME PERIOD
1. MAROONS, Russell Oatman 1  8:20 GWG
Penalties — None

GOALTENDERS — MAROONS, Clint Benedict; CANADIENS, George Hainsworth
Officials: Lou Marsh, Michael Rodden
13 000 at Montreal Forum
Saturday, March 31

BOSTON 1 @ NEW YORK 1

FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING


SECOND PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — Shore B, Bill Cook N, Galbraith B, Johnson N, Oliver B, Thompson N

THIRD PERIOD

1. NEW YORK, Frank Boucher 2 1:48 GTG
2. BOSTON, Frank Frederickson 1 4:48 GTG

Penalties — Johnson N, Hitchman B, Gainor B, Galbraith B, Bill Cook N

GOALTENDERS — BOSTON, Hal Winkler; NEW YORK, Lorne Chabot

Officials: Cooper Smeaton, George Mallinson
18,000 at Madison Square Garden III

Tuesday, April 3

NEW YORK 4 @ BOSTON 1

FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING

Penalties — Johnson N, Frederickson B

SECOND PERIOD

1. NEW YORK, Bill Cook 1 18:54

Penalties — Gainor B, Thompson N, Johnson N, Bun Cook N, Galbraith B

THIRD PERIOD

2. NEW YORK, Murray Murdoch 2 11:23 GWG
3. NEW YORK, Bun Cook 2 16:18
4. NEW YORK, Frank Boucher 3 17:13
5. BOSTON, Harry Oliver 1 19:38

Penalties — Gainor B, Abel N

GOALTENDERS — NEW YORK, Lorne Chabot; BOSTON, Hal Winkler

Officials: Cooper Smeaton, George Mallinson
At Boston Arena
1928 STANLEY CUP CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
MONTREAL MAROONS 54 v. NEW YORK RANGERS 47
GM EDDIE GERARD, HC EDDIE GERARD v. GM LESTER PATRICK, HC LESTER PATRICK
RANGERS WIN SERIES IN 5

Thursday, April 5
NEW YORK 0 @ MONTREAL 2

FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING
Penalties — Stewart M, Johnson N, H. Smith M, Oatman M, Bourgeault N

SECOND PERIOD
Penalties — Bill Cook N

THIRD PERIOD
Penalties — Bun Cook N 2

GOALTENDERS — NEW YORK, Lorne Chabot; MONTREAL, Clint Benedict
Officials: Lou Marsh, Michael Rodden
10,000 at Montreal Forum

Saturday, April 7
NEW YORK 2 @ MONTREAL 1 OVERTIME

FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING

SECOND PERIOD
Penalties — Oatman M, Boucher N, Siebert M, Dutton M (major)

THIRD PERIOD
1. NEW YORK, Bill Cook 0:30
2. MONTREAL, Nels Stewart 14:50

FIRST OVERTIME PERIOD
3. NEW YORK, Frank Boucher 7:05 GWG

Penalties — None

GOALTENDERS — NEW YORK, Lorne Chabot, Lester Patrick (1:00 of second period); MONTREAL, Clint Benedict
Officials: Lou Marsh, Michael Rodden
10,500 at Montreal Forum

Tuesday, April 10
NEW YORK 0 @ MONTREAL 2

FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING
Penalties — Siebert M, Abel N, Murdoch N 2, Johnson N, Oatman M, Bill Cook N

SECOND PERIOD
Penalties — Murdoch N, Lamb M, Phillips M

THIRD PERIOD
Penalties — Bun Cook N, H. Smith M, Dutton M, Lamb M Thompson N (match penalties)

GOALTENDERS — NEW YORK, Joe Miller; MONTREAL, Clint Benedict
Officials: Lou Marsh, Michael Rodden
10,500 at Montreal Forum

Thursday, April 12
NEW YORK 1 @ MONTREAL 0

FIRST PERIOD
NO SCORING
Penalties — Bourgeault N, Oatman M, Johnson N, H. Smith M

SECOND PERIOD
Penalties — Johnson N, Ward M, Murdoch N, Oatman M

THIRD PERIOD
Penalties — Johnson N, Oatman M, Stewart M 2

GOALTENDERS — NEW YORK, Joe Miller; MONTREAL, Clint Benedict
Officials: Lou Marsh, Michael Rodden
10,500 at Montreal Forum

Saturday, April 14
NEW YORK 2 @ MONTREAL 1

FIRST PERIOD
1. NEW YORK, Frank Boucher 6 17:05

Penalties — Johnson N 2, Bill Cook N, Siebert M, H. Smith M Bill Cook N (majors)

SECOND PERIOD
NO SCORING
Penalties — Siebert M, Abel N, Thompson N, Boyd N, Murdoch N, Bourgeault N, Lamb M

THIRD PERIOD
2. NEW YORK, Frank Boucher 15:16 GWG
3. MONTREAL, Bill Phillips 17:16

Penalties — Stewart M, Johnson N 3, Thompson N, Abel N, Siebert M, Dutton M, Bill Cook N (major)

GOALTENDERS — NEW YORK, Joe Miller; MONTREAL, Clint Benedict
Officials: Lou Marsh, Michael Rodden
11,000 at Montreal Forum